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EMU Software WorkshopEMU Software Workshop
Workshop held at UCDavis in late February helped 
focus EMU software and physics activities 
è Brought together software and electronics experts to close 

the loop on ORCA validation
è Reviewed detailed CMS Notes describing CSC digitization 

and trigger simulation
è Found that much of the simulation is right!
è Also found that some of the modeling is naïve (noise & 

crosstalk)
è Scrutinized neutron background parameterization
p Some problems discovered (and later fixed…)

è Discussed future areas of work
p Improved neutron parameterization
p Geometry description & DB, detector misalignment,…

è Plenty of opportunities for new collaborators
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Neutron Background SimulationNeutron Background Simulation
Biggest factor affecting CSC performance
è High rate of large amplitude pulses seen in GIF data
è Can overlap and distort CSC pulses from muons 
p spatially and temporally

è e.g. LCT trigger logic builds in 4-fold coincidence to reduce 
background rate

Current simulation:
è UCDavis parameterization based on CMSIM 112 creates 

GEANT hits (JUNK flag), which in turn are fed to ORCA
è New simulations done by UCDavis based on CMSIM 121 

corroborate earlier results
è However, a bug was found and subsequently fixed by Tim Cox 

affecting distribution of hits
è Nicely documented here:
p http://ucdcms.ucdavis.edu/~ptc/Cmsim/Junk/mc_junk_bug.html

è Impact on L1 CSC trigger studied:
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Unbiased CSC Trigger RateUnbiased CSC Trigger Rate

è Solid curve is rate 
calculated without 
pile-up

è Rate is about 30% 
larger than weighted 
sample used in 
L1 TDR

è Dashed curve shows 
that effect of pile-up 
and neutrons is to 
reduce rate by about 
10%

è ORCA parameters 
set to use each min 
bias event exactly 
once
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Single Single Muon Muon Trigger EfficiencyTrigger Efficiency

No background

10% drop overall 
with pile-up and 
neutrons, mostly at 
high η

Stems from impact 
on LCT efficiency

Needs further study
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PRS/PRS/µµ NewsNews
MC production
è ~1.2M events (high lumi) + 0.3M events (low lumi) currently in 

production in Italy for L2/L3 studies
è Problems running ORCA_4_4_0 analysis jobs on digis
è Expect ~2M events for 2002–2003

Group Activities
è Optimizing cuts used in weighting procedure + new 

weighting procedures for punch-through for MC production
è Punch-through and neutron background studies
è L2/L3 studies:
p Muon reconstruction, muon-track matching, various 

muon propagators being developed
è Conversion to OSCAR

New Organization
è Looking for additional manpower and L3 coordinator names
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New Structure of PRS/New Structure of PRS/µµ GroupGroup

Detector 
Hit 
Simulation 

Response 
Simulation & 
Reconstruction

Alignment, 
Calibration, 
& Database

Online & 
Control 
Software

HLT & 
Physics 
Objects

CMSIM→OSCAR 
conversion 
(Geant3 → Geant4)

Liaison to SPROM

Muon detector 
simulation and 
reconstruction in 
ORCA

Liaison to RPROM

Ugo’s manpower estimates:
3 FTE                 4 FTE                      2FTE           2 FTE

4 FTE                        

Most likely underestimated

Level-3:

Testbeam data 
management, 
analysis tools, 
online monitoring

What about 
commissioning & 
standalone DAQ? 

How much of 
muon/trigger 
control software 
done in PRS? 

Liaison to detector 
groups

HLT selection 
for L2, L3 
(isolation, mip, 
track matching)

Analysis tools

What previous 
HLT group was 
for

Development 
of geometry 
and calibration 
DB,  impact of 
misalignment

Liaison to DB 
and detector 
groups
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ConclusionsConclusions
Much more is being demanded of the PRS groups than 
ever before
èFull chain from detector control and data storage to offline 

reconstruction (including trigger and simulation) is included

We’re still learning what some of these demands are!
è Trying to define them for the CMS Software and Computing 

Tasks and Deliverables document

This will take the work of the entire collaboration
è Almost everything outside of detector construction and core 

software is covered by the PRS groups

There is no shortage of areas to work on!


